Introduction
The notions of forcing and generic set were introduced by Cohen in 1963 to prove the independence of the Axiom of Choice and the Continuum Hypothesis in set theory. Let o be the set of natural numbers, i.e., (0, 1,2,3, . . .}. A string is a mapping from an initial segment of o into (0, l}. We identify a set A c w with its characteristic function. We now consider a set generic over the arithmetic sets. A set A E w is called n-generic if it is Cohen-generic for n-quantifier arithmetic. This is equivalent to saying that for every ,X:-set of strings S, there is a o cA such that o E S or (Vv Z= o)(v F# S). By degree we mean Turing degree (of unsolvability).
We call a degree n-generic if it has an n-generic representative. For a degree a, let D(=%) denote the set of degrees which are recursive in a.
Before Cohen's work, there was a precursor of the notion of forcing in recursion theory. Friedberg showed that for every degree b above the complete degree 0', i.e., the degree of a complete r.e. set, there is a degree a such that a' = a U 0' = b. He actually proved this result by using the notion of forcing for 27 statements.
In the construction of a real which satisfies some recursion-theoretic property, the notion of forcing makes the situation clear and it has become quite popular, see Lerman [8] . There is another important method in recursion theory, namely the priority method. Friedberg and Muchnik first independently invented the priority method to prove the existence of incomparable recursively enumerable degrees. The finite injury argument used there was improved by the infinite argument by Sacks, see [9] . Further, the 0"'-priority argument was introduced by
Lachlan, see for example Soare [ll] . The priority argument is now an important method in recursion theory. But these two methods, the forcing and the priority methods, are not independent. They are related to each other.
Now consider an n-generic set G. G has several recursion-theoretic properties.
For example, the odd and even parts of G, Go and Gi, are Turing incomparable. This is proved as follows; given a reduction procedure @ and a condition CJ on G,
there is a condition Y on G extending o such that Q)(Y") # vi, where Y" is the odd part of Y and Y, is the even part of Y; in other words the computation @ with oracle vg is not equal to vi. This is a 2: outcome. So for all n > 1, if G is n-generic then G,, and G, are Turing incomparable. Likewise when we consider some more complicated property about G, if it is E", then either all n-generic sets satisfy that property or all n-generic satisfy its negation. But when G has a lower genericity than n-genericity then we cannot decide easily whether G satisfies a Ei-property or not. This is where the priority argument comes in. Assume G is m-generic and m <II. To satisfy some requirements, it is suffices to produce a set of witness for each requirement which is E,,, and dense by using the dynamic technique of the priority method. Then the m-genericity of G guarantees that G satisfies those requirements. There are several situations similar to the above case. A nonrecursive degree a is called minimal if for no nonrecursive degree b, b < a. Spector's minimal degree construction below 0" uses the straightforward notion of forcing; given a condition u, find an extension Y such that either Y forces Q(G) recursive or Turing equivalent to G. Sacks showed the existence of a minimal degree below a 0' by using the priority argument to handle the requirements which Of-oracle cannot decide.
For a degree a, we say D(%z) is complemented if for every b < a there is a c such that b fl c = 0 and b U c = a. We prove that D(<u) is complemented for any 2-generic degree a. Posner [ 111 showed D(sO') is complemented by nonuniform method. Given a < 0' we construct a b < 0' such that a U b = 0' and a n b = 0 by the different methods depending on whether a satisfies a" = 0" or not. Slaman and Steel [14] showed by the uniform method that D(cO') is complemented. We show a stronger result in the sense that for each n 2 2, any n-generic degree a, and any nonrecursive degree b < a, there are n-generic degree c < a and n-generic degree d < b such that for any nonrecursive degree e < c and any degree f such that d c f <u, e U f = a and e fl f = 0. This gives an affirmative answer to a question in Jockusch [6] .
Our notation is standard. Let A CD B = (2n 1 n E A} U (2n + 1 ) n E B} for any set A and B. Lower case Greek letters other than o denote strings. A string is a mapping from w into (0, l}. We identify 0, 1 with the corresponding strings 0, 1 of length 1. We use i only for 0 or 1 and let [i] = 1 -i. 0 denotes the empty string. For each n, i"" denotes a string o of length II such that a(m) = i for all m <II. For a string o, )u] denotes the length of u, and 6 is the substring of o such that lo-1 = lo1 -1. Let CJ* be an extension of 6 such that lo*] = loI and a 
1) and n[-I] = ((n),,, (n),, (n)2 -I). F or convenience, if n < 0 let n[k] = 0 for all integers k. We use the same notation (n)i for both (0, .) and (s, ., .) . But it will be clear from the context to know that which is the case. Let @,, be the nth partial (reduction) operator for some fixed recursive enumeration of all such operators.
In this enumeration we may assume that for all m, there is an even number e and an odd number o such that @, = cP~ = @,. Let Gn(u)(x) = y mean that the nth reduction operator with oracle u and input x < Ju] yields output y in at most ((~1 steps and further that @,(u)(u) is defined for all u <x. Of course B is 
Then S is a 2: set of strings, and A extends no string in S because @'(Y(A)) is total and nonrecursive.
Since A is 2-generic we may choose a string p <A such that no extension of p is in S. By ( Next let S be an arbitrary E)l set of strings. Let T be the set of strings v such that Y(v) 3 A for some I E S. Then T is a 20, set of strings. As A is n-generic, there is a v <A such that v E T or not extension of v is in T. If there is a v <A such that v E T then Y(A) extends some string il in S. If there is a v 6 A such that no extension of v is in T then let 6 E P be a string such that v < 6 <A. (Such a 6 exists because P is a dense (or dense along A) $', set.) Since 6 is almost Y-good, let il be such that 6 s A <A and 6 is Y-good above Y(n). As for any Zj 2 Y(A)
there is a p 2 6 such that Y(p) 2 E, it follows that no extension of Y(il) is in S.
Since S was an arbitrary 2: set of strings it follows that Y(A) is n-generic. Let Tm,n be the set of strings enumerated into T, by the end of stage n. So T, = Uyco T,,,. Clearly T,,, is r.e.
Further we claim that (4) If cy E T,,,, O(A) > @(a), and Qm(
Y(A)) > Qm( Yn(cu)) then A < (Y. (5) T, is dense along A if @,,,
is totally Y-splittable. (4) shows the procedure to compute A from O(A) and am(Y(A)).
By (5) A extends infinitely many elements in T,. As T, is r.e and dense along A, the 1-genericity of A satisfies the condition (2): let m. = 0. Given CX~ <A find a string ff s+, > cu, and n such
that as+] E T,,,, O(A)> O(cu,+,), and Gm(Y(A)) > @,(Yn(a,+d).
Such an as+1 exists by the 1-genericity of A. Then by the condition (4), A > CW~+~. Let E be such a reduction procedure defined as above, i.e.
S(O(A)@,(Y(A)))
=A. 
(II). To satisfy (4) impose: if & is enumerated
in T, then for any /3 ) ar, (a', m', a') )). Then @(@)a @ (~((a,  m, a) hypothesis that (1) p(e') is defined for all e" < e, and (2) for any e" < e and any e1 such that e" < er < e"[+l], ;Tce-r(e') is defined, and ne_l (el) and p(e") are O-split. (So if p(e') * n,_,(e') is defined then p(e') and p(e') are O-split. We use .76,_1(e1) to define p(e') later.) Let p(e) be the least extension ;rd of ne-l(e) such that @(p(e)) f O(p(e')) for all e' -=c e, (3-i) for any e' such that e < e1 se -l[+l], n,_,(e') has an extension nC (el) such that x and .n,(e') are O-split, and (3-ii) for each e' such that e -l[+l] < e1 < e[+l], (e'). has an extension n,(e') such that K and nJel) are O-split.
(4) Let n,(e[+l]) =p(e).

This completes the definition of p(e). Note for any y <p(e), O(y) < @(p(e)).
As 0 is totally splittable, there is an extension x of ne_l(e) which satisfies (3-i) and (3-ii). Now we check the induction hypothesis (1) and (2). (1) is clear. For (2), by the induction hypothesis, it is enough to check the case e" = e. But it is clear by (3-i) and (3-ii).
Lemma2.
Lete=(a,m,s) ande'=(a',m',s'). (1) p(e) > a (2) ~((a, m, s)) >p((w m, s -1)) ifs >O. (3) ~((a, m, s, )) + P(( a', m', s')) ifs (~2, m, s) > (a', m', s'). (4) (a, m) f (a', m') and ~((a, m, s)) >p((a', m', s')) iff ~((a', m', s'))
<~((a, m, 0)). ,m,s-1) ifs>O.
(5) P(((Y, m, s)) a~(( a', m', s')) ap(( ~2, m, s -1)) implies (a', m', s') = (cu,m,s)or(cx',m',s')=(cu
Proof. (1) (2) p(e) 2 q_,(e) 2 n,_, (e) by the construction of p(e). (2) is clear by (4) of the construction of p(e). If e = 0 then p(e) 3 n_*(O) = (e). by the construction.
Assume e > 0. If s = 0 then for some e', e1 -l[+l] < e < e' [+] . So by (3-ii) of the construction of p(e), n,,(e) 2 (e),. By using (2), (1) ( LY, m, s) ). This is a contradiction.
( (3) , m, 0) ). This is a contradiction.
c) Assume (a, m, s) > (a', m', s'). Let t' as' be such that (a', m', t') < ( LY, m, s) < (a', m', t' + 1). Let e* = (a', m', t' + 1). Then by
(( a', m', 3')) #p( (a, m, 0)). If p(e') /~((a, m, 0)) then by (2) p(e') Ip(e). If ~((a, m, 0)) =p(e') then (a, m, 0) = e'. So assume p(( a; m, 0)) <p(e'). Then e' > ( LY, m, 0) by (3). Let t < s be such that (a, m, t) < e' < (a, m, t + 1). By (3) of the construction of p(e'), p(e') and Q(( a, m, t + 1)) are &split. Sp p(e') and p( (a, m, f + 1)) are O-split. By (2) p(e) sp(( fy, m, t + l)), so p(e) and p(e') are O-split. But ~((a:, m, s))>p(( a', m', s')). This is a contradiction. (5) BY (4), if ( a, m) # (a', m') then p(( a', m', s')) <p(( a, m, 0)). As p((cu',m',s'))~p((a,m,s--
So (a, m) = (a', m'). Hence, by (2), s'=s, ors'=s-1 ifs>O. 0
We now give the construction.
Construction
Stage 0. S(0) = {O}. Y. = 0 and f(0) = 0.
stage 12. Let f(e) be the greatest number e' 6 e such that p(e') Gp(e) and s(e') is defined at the end of stage (e)* -1. I. For e = (a; m, n) such that (a, m) c n, we say e needs attention at stage n if: (I-i) a is not m-satisfied by the end of stage n -1.
(I-ii) For each e,, < e, (e,), < n or P(e,,) 1 p(e). O=si,,, i, 6 1, and (k,, io) # (k,, iI) . Let C,," be the set of strings p(e) such that e = (a, m, n'), n' G n, and cy is m-satisfied by the end of stage n. Let T,,, = U~=o T,,,.
This completes the construction.
Lemma3.
Lete=(a;m,n). (1) S(e) is defined at stage n for the first time iff cx is m-satisfied at stage n for the first time and ( cy, m ) =Z n. (So by S(e)J we mean S(e) is defined at stage (e)2.) (2) Zf (Y is m-satisjied at stage n then for all e' <e, (e'),< n or p(e') \ p(e). (3) If z, p E S(e) and z # ,u then t and p are m-split.
(4) If S(e)l h f 11 t en or a e' such thatp(e') <p(e) andf(e) < e' <e, S(e')T.
(5) If @(PI = @WI = @(p(e))
and p and /3' are compatible then Ys(p) = Ys(/3') for all s.
(6) Zf S(e)l, S(e')i, and p(e) ap(e') (so e ae' by Lemma 2(3)) then every element of S(e') is extendable to some element in S(e). by some element in s(e) at stage n. By the definition of f(e), e > f (e) 3 e'. By the induction hypothesis, every element of ,S(e') is extended by some element of s(f(e)).
So (6) holds.
(7) By the construction if Ys(/3) # Ys+,(p) then for some /I' < /? and e' such that @(PI) = O(p(e')), (e')" is (e'),-satisfied at stage (e'),, and (I) or (II) in the construction is applied at stage s + 1. Further if p' =p(e') then s + 1 = (e'), and (I) is applied. Otherwise, max{(e'),, IpI} =s + 1 and (II) is applied. As O(p) = @(p(e)) B O(j3') = O(p(e')), e 3 e' by Lemma 2(3). Assume that Y&I') # YsP+,(p') for some s' z= s and /3' G /3. Then by (7), for some e' c e and p"< p', O(p") = O(p(e')) C O(p) = @(p(e)), and (I) or (II) in the construction is applied at stage s' -t 1 > s.
If @#I") < O(p) then I/?"1 < l/31. As p(e') <p(e), e' <e by Lemma 2(3), so (e'), < (cz)~ c s + 1 by (2). If /? = p(e) then by (I-iii) in the construction at stage s + 1, (I) or (II) in the construction is applied for p" and e' at some earlier stage <s. This is a contradiction.
If p #p(e) then (II) in the construction is applied at stage s + 1. If p" =p(e') then (I) in the construction is applied at stage (e')*_ But (e'),<s + 1 by (2). This is a contradiction. If P"#p(e') then (II) in the construction is applied at stage s' + 1. Note by (II) in the construction at stage s + 1, l/31 <s + 1. As @'I < l/31 ss + 1, and (e')*, ((e')", (e')i) s (e')* <s + 1. So (II) in the construction is applied at some earlier stage <s + 1. This is a (( a, m, n) ) and lpi <s imply Y(P) E S(f(e)).
Let j3' <p be such that O(p') = @@(f(e))). As e >f(e), s 2 max{(f(e))z + 1, lp'l}. By (5) and the induction hypothesis of (ll-ii), Y&3') E s(f(e)). We show Y(P) = 'y,(P').
If not then for some P,r and e, such that j3 3 p"> /?'
and O(p") = O(p(e,)), f(e) < eos (a, m, n) (e,#f(e) by (5)) and (I) or (II) in the construction is applied at some stage s' ss. So (eo)() is (e,),-satisfied at stage (eo)2. And by the assumption of (lo), (eo)* < II. So f(e) 3 eo, a contradiction. This completes the proof of (10). Next we prove (11). First note e >f(e). Let p' <p be such that O(j3') = p(f(e)) and for all p"< /3', O(p") < O(p'). Note that O(y) < @(p(e)) for all y <p(e). If p' =p(f(e)) then (I) in the construction is applied for j3' at stage (f(e)),.
So let s' = (f(e))2. If /?' #p(f(e)) then let s' = max{(f(e)),, lp'l}. As f(e)<e and /3'</3, by (2), s' CU. By the induction hypothesis of (11-ii), Y&?') E S(f(e))_ Note by (3) 11-i) . it is enough to show 'y(p) = Y&3) for all t such that S' <t < u. and t = max{(e),, [/3'1}. So t = u. This is a contradiction.
If O(p(e')) = @(p(f(e))), then p(e') =p(f(e)), and so e1 =f(e) by the definition of p(e').
and Y(P') = Y(P(f(4)) = Y(P'). As t -12 (f(% by (8-i) for s + 1 = (f(e)),,
Th is is a contradiction.
So @(p(e)) > O(j3') > @(p(f(e))).
But this is a contradiction to the definition of f(e). This proves (11-i). Then at stage U, if p =p(e) then, for e and 6, (I) in the construction is applied at stage U. If p #p(e) then, for e, (I) in the construction is applied for p(e) at stage (e)z, and (II) in the construction is applied for /l at stage U. And 'y,(p) E s(e) by the construction at stage U. By (8-i) YU(p) = Y(p) E s(e). This completes the proof of (ll-ii).
Cl Proof. Given a < A, we show that (Y is Y-good. Given a string t 2 Y(a), let m be such that (1) Qi, is totally splittable above 6 for any 6 such that 6 = r or 6 1 Y(a). To show this it suffices to show that Y(a) E S(f (( a, m, n) )) by Lemma 3(3). First let (Y' 6 a: and e' be such that @(a') = p(e')9 yk(a') = y( ) a and Yk(e!') is explicitly defined at some stage k. By Lemma 3(8-i), for all k' 2 k, Yk(a') = Yk'(a').
And (e'), is (e'),-satisfied at stage (e'), by Lemma 3(l). As p(e') = O(LY') =Z O(a) s O(p(( a, m, n))) by Lemma 2(l), e'<f(( (Y, m, n)) by Lemma 2(3) and the definition of J As Yk(a') = Y(a') = Y(m), f or no string a" such that LY' < (Y" < (Y, Yk(&') is explicitly defined at any stage k' > k by . Also if for some string (Y" such that a! < LY" c a; Yk(a") is explicitly defined at some stage k' 6 k, then by Lemma 3(8-ii) @(a") = @(a') and Yk(,") = Yk(&'). Note (f(e))o is (f(e)),-satisfied at stage (f(e))2. As O(p(f(e))) < O(a), there is (Y" such that a' s LY" < (Y and @(a") = O(p(f(e))).
So if e' <f(e) then O(cy") f O(LY') and (Y' < a". So Y(a") is not explictly defined at any stage, a contradiction.
So e' =f(e)_ Hence Yk(a') = Y(a) E S(f(e)) by Lemma 3(5)(11-ii). We proved (*). By (*) let n, 2 n be the least stage such that for each & E S(f (( aI, m, n) it follows that B aT A, which is a contradiction.
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